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1 Introduction  

 

In the z/OS 1.11 Software Announcement, dated August 18-2009, IBM announced an interesting 

new enhancement, zAAP on zIIP, that can enable System z Application Assist Processor (zAAP) 

eligible workloads to run on System z Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs).  

 

This function can be very useful for customers having low zAAP and zIIP eligible workloads that 

would not justify the cost of purchasing both a zAAP and a zIIP engine. 

By combining both workloads on a single zIIP the acquisition cost could be more easily justified. 

 

The “zAAP on zIIP” function could also be used to improve flexibility and economy of scale at 

many customer sites.  

 

In this paper we will discuss: 

• zAAP and zIIP eligible workloads; 

• prerequisites, restrictions and new system parameters to use the “zAAP on zIIP” function; 

• first thoughts on this announcement. 

 

2 zAAP and zIIP eligible workload 

 

zAAP is designed to serve JAVA work. The major exploiter is currently Websphere but any kind of 

JAVA work running in any subsystem will be eligible to zAAP.  

All the JAVA work is eligible for zAAP with no limitation. 

A new z/OS component called z/OS XML System Services (z/OS XML) has been introduced in 

z/OS V1.8. It is a system-level XML parser integrated with the base z/OS operating system, 

designed to deliver an optimized set of services for parsing XML documents. Since z/OS V1.9, the 

z/OS XML component is enabled to take advantage of zAAP
1
. 

 

zIIP is designed to serve work executing in enclave SRBs. To exploit zIIP a program has to 

cooperate with the z/OS Dispatcher in order to have all or a portion of the enclave Service Request 

Block (SRB) work directed to the zIIP. This portion is named zIIP eligible work. 

DB2 V8 has been the first exploiter of IIPs. DB2 V8 will give the z/OS Dispatcher the necessary 

information about the workloads running in enclave SRBs which can be directed to the zIIP. 

 

The original DB2 workload types running in enclave SRBs are: 

a) applications running on z/OS, UNIX, Linux, Intel which access DB2 via DRDA over a TCP/IP 

connection; 

b) data warehousing applications running DB2 for z/OS V8 complex star schema parallel queries; 

                                                
1
 IIP is also used to support remote XML parsing requests. 
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c) DB2 utility functions used to maintain index maintenance structures (LOAD, REORG, and 

REBUILD INDEX). 

 

Stored Procedures (SP) and User Defined Functions (UDF) run in TCB, not in enclave SRB, so up 

to DB2 8 they are not zIIP eligible. From DB2 9 native SQL Stored Procedures accessing DB2 via 

DRDA are also zIIP eligible. 

 

Starting from z/OS 1.11, with DB2 V8 or v9, additional DB2 workloads, such as the CPU usage 

due to LOAD, REORG, and RUNSTATS utilities, will be partially zIIP eligible
2
. 

 

DB2 allows only a part of the enclave SRB work to really become zIIP eligible work. This is an 

artificial limitation that is sometimes known as "the IBM generosity factor". This limit has been 

progressively raised from 40% to about 60%.  

 

Another exploiter of zIIP is IPSec. No artificial limitation has to be considered here. 

 

An increasing number of products from different ISVs can also exploit the zIIP interface.  

3 Prerequisites, restrictions and new system parameters 

 

All System z9 and System z10 hardware will support the “zAAP on zIIP” function. 

This capability is available with z/OS V1.11. It will be also available on z/OS V1.9 and z/OS V1.10 

with the PTFs for APAR OA27495. 

 

The major restriction to the usage of this function is that it is only available when no zAAPs are 

installed in the machine.  

It’s important to note that the requirement to purchase and maintain one or more general purpose 

processors for every zIIP processor on the server is still valid. 

 

The new ZAAPZIIP system parameter is provided in the IEASYSxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB.  

The default value is YES in z/OS 1.11; the default is NO in z/OS 1.9 and z/OS 1.10. 

4 First thoughts  on this announcement 

 

At the moment there are many more possibilities, in terms of workloads, to exploit zIIP than zAAP. 

So, after this announcement, it was not surprising that one of the first questions in the IBM Main 

discussion list was: “Is there any reason to buy a zAAP now ?”. 

 

To better understand what’s behind this question I can  give you a recent example; one of our 

customers was planning to buy 1 zIIP and 6 zAAP engines. Based on their capacity planning study 

they really needed 0.5 zIIP and 5.2 zAAP engines, so after the announcement they probably will 

decide to buy 6 zIIPs and use the “zAAP on zIIP” function. 

Generally speaking by combining zAAP and zIIP eligible workload together you can have this kind 

of economy of scale. Another positive effect could be an increase of the average zIIP utilization due 

to workloads with different characteristics running on the same engine. 
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This capability is also available on z/OS V1.10 with the PTF for APAR PK85856, and requires DB2 Version 8 or 

DB2 9 with the PTF for APAR PK85889. 
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If zAAP and zIIP eligible workloads peak at different times, additional savings in the number of 

processors needed could be obtained.   

However more information is  needed to understand in detail how “zAAP on zIIP” will work and 

the eventual impact of this function on the system overhead. 

   

A second interesting question in IBM Main was: “Is IBM on the way to dismiss zAAP and keep 

zIIP only ?”. 

One of the IBM gurus answered: “The zAAP on zIIP support should not be construed to imply that 

zAAPs are going away”. 

 

We have customers running very smart configurations with relatively few standard processors (and 

those  at reduced capacity) and a larger number of zAAP and zIIP engines. 

The IBM commercial rules allow to have as many zAAPs and zIIPs as the number of standard 

processors. So you can, for example, have 2 standard processors, 2 zAAPs and 2 zIIPs. 

Current restriction doesn’t allow the use of the “zAAP on zIIP” function if zAAPs are installed in 

the machine. So in the above example you should run 2 standard processors and 4 zIIPs to maintain 

the same power but this is not allowed by the IBM commercial rules.  

Having the ability to run both zAAP and zIIP is very beneficial for customers in the situation 

described above . 

 

Another “whispered” question is: “Will this function impact on NEON zPRIME activity ?”. 

My feeling is that this function is not a way to obstruct zPRIME in its shifting of workloads from 

standard processors to zAAP and zIIP. 

However up to now there has been no comment from Neon concerning this..   

 

My opinion is that there is at least another critical issue to be clarified: “Will zAAP eligible 

workload be 100% eligible on the zIIP, when using the zAAP on zIIP function ?”. 

Based on the announcement it seems that zAAP eligible workload will be fully eligible to zIIP 

without any reduction (i.e. generosity factor).  

A clear statement from IBM on that would be greatly appreciated … 

 


